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Clean fashion is a project that brings together 
a collection of independent designers and 
creatives to shed light on the current 
sustainability crisis within the fashion 
supply chain. As we work to educate and 
bring awareness to the stages of garment 
production (from sourcing, to retail, to 
waste management) we hope to foster new 
collaborations and gather unique insights 
to solve some of the industry’s biggest 
challenges and behaviours. The Clean Fashion 
approach examines the industry in four parts: 
fabric sourcing, making and manufacturing, 
media and marketing and the afterlife (post-
consumer). Our goal throughout the project 
is to continually reflect on one question: ‘how 
can we improve the fashion industry?’.

The fashion industry must have a conversation 
about the processes that occur before and 
after a garment is produced in order to solve 
some of our biggest supply chain problems. 
For example, transparency in who actually 
produces a brand’s clothing would result in 
more genuine stories from media agencies. 
Designers and brands can better understand 

their carbon footprint and impact by tracking 
the origin of their fibres and tracing the 
source of their materials. Clean Fashion 
encourages a collaborative and transparent 
supply chain. 
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Mapping the production 
line back to its source, and 
bringing awareness to the 
origins of textile production. 
Material and fibres must 
be grown, collected, spun 
or woven; then they are 
treated, dyed, and finished 
before being transported to 
the client. 

Maintaining transparency 
throughout the 
manufacturing process, and 
recognising the people and 
processes working in the 
stages between design and 
the shop floor. This includes 
pattern cutting, sample 
development, production, 
quality control, packaging, 
and logistics.

Media includes all public 
facing elements of a brand’s 
story and their engagement 
with the community. The 
media plays a huge role in 
consumer behaviour and 
has a responsibility to share 
news and authentic stories 
without greenwashing. 
This includes traditional 
media channels, social 
media, the role of press, PR 
and influencers, and the 
marketing decisions made 
internally by brands. 

The afterlife of a garment 
outlines how a garment can 
be best handled, circulated, 
or disposed of with minimal 
damage. This must be 
considered during the design 
process. Examples of popular 
methods include recycling, 
repairing, or repurposing, 
reselling, take back schemes 
and specialist biodegradable 
schemes. 

FABRIC SOURCING MAKING & 
MANUFACTURING

MEDIA & 
MARKETING 

AFTERLIFE

The Clean Fashion Journey / / 
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Traditionally brands and organisations work within their specialisms. 
Reaching out to a factory, for instance, is done by mere convenience. 
Let’s face it, the clothing industry is reliant on a large, complex and often 
global eco-system with many moving parts; so, each stage is dealt with 
in isolation. 

Awareness of the different areas that make up the supply 
chain is the first step for brands. Examples of this are: 
understanding the manufacturers credentials, working 
with a sustainable PR agency, or even sending waste to 
a reputable third party. Awareness allows us to make 
decisions to work with organisations that hold similar values 
and are open about their processes. 

Innovative brands have been able to house more and more 
of their supply chain in house. However, the reality is that 
this isn’t always a practical or an accessible method for all. 
Treating each member of the supply chain as collaborators, 
leaning into their expertise and sharing information 
amongst all parties allows the fashion industry to tell an 
authentic story, keeping customers more informed.

We Isolate 

We Acknowledge 

We Collaborate 
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The Clean Fashion concept was born from a 
series of collaborative events including Earth 
Must Come First and the FashionFutureMedia 
Exhibition. In collaboration with Atlas of 
the Future which explored Earth Logic [1], 
a concept whereby decisions are made and 
Earth is the priority - ‘before profit, before 
everything’. 

Earth Logic follows 6 core values of holistic 
approaches: 

1 / / less - growing out of growth
2 / / local - scaling and re-centering
3 / / plural - new centres for fashion 
4 / / learning - new knowledge, skills and  
 mindsets for fashion
5 / / language - new communication for  
 fashion
6 / /  governance - new ways of organising  
 fashion

These approaches are a guiding force towards 
a more ethical and transparent future for 
fashion.

Six Earth Logic Values / /

Illustration courtesy 
of Earth Logic.
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The fashion industry’s transparency has been 
under scrutiny, as the urgency for change 
rises exponentially each year. Brands and 
businesses are being forced to seek more 
ethical and sustainable operating methods. A 
growing number of emerging designers have 
used the climate emergency as a catalyst 
for change, paving the way for the future of 
consumption by exploring alternative methods 
and services through design, science and 
technology. The journey of Clean Fashion 
acknowledges that sustainable and ethical 
practices go beyond acts such as recyclable 
or biodegradable fibres or products. Various 
stages throughout the supply chain are often 
overlooked as the fashion industry solves 
some of the biggest global problems through a 
single lens. Multidisciplinary designers are now 
forming a new industry that is not intimidated 
by incorporating art, science, technology, and 
wellbeing whilst looking beyond clothing and 
working across their supply chain.

In this book, we’ve highlighted some of our 
favourite designers with big missions that 
have adapted collaborative ways of working.
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NaTURaL 
FIBRES
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Designers are moving away from synthetic 
materials to more biodegradable and circular 
products, as mixed-fibres are becoming a 
major problem in fabric recycling. The use 
of natural fibres originates from ethnic 
cultures and communities as they depend 
on countries with the right climate - from 
hunting byproducts to create animal skin, to 
growing mulberry fields for silk. Natural fibres 
are collected from nature (animal, mineral or 
plant-based) and hold various benefits; they 
are kind to our skin, compostable and naturally 
more available. So what’s the issue? Farming 
and harvesting fibres tends to be a dubious 
process due to the use of toxic chemicals, 
the poor waste management systems, animal 
cruelty, unfair wages and working conditions.

Let’s give silk a spotlight for a moment. The 
finest of silks are produced in China, from 
silkworms. The process sometimes involves 
silkworms being boiled in their cocoons to 
ensure that the long strands of silk produced 
in their cocoons remain intact [2]. The 
harvesting of silk is labour intensive and often 
done by low paid workers who are exposed to 

harmful chemicals and aren’t provided with 
the correct protective gear [3]. Choosing the 
right manufacturer and supplier for natural 
fibres can be challenging, which is why the use 
of peace silks and GOTS certified materials are 
on the rise.

Natural fibres can create a thriving economy 
for growers, makers, and artisans: but what 
about the impact it has on the wearer? 
Switching from synthetic fibres to pure 
fibres has health benefits too. We are 
becoming increasingly aware of the toxicity 
of polyester fibres that rely on crude oil and 
high carbon dioxide outputs. When polyester 
is manufactured, a chemical called monomeric 
forms and is trapped, causing itching and 
skin rashes or even contributing to cancer [4]. 
Mixed fibres may come with the promise of 
durability and anti-crease properties. However, 
the benefits of natural fibres outweigh 
the cons of mixed fibres. The first step to 
having many treasured garments that last 
generations is to check care labels and read 
up on how to make natural fibres last longer.
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AZURA      
 LOVISA

 Azura Lovisa is a designer, artist and writer 
of Malaysian-Swedish heritage, whose designs are 
manifested through Southeast Asian drapes and textiles. 
Committed to sustainability, Azura sources materials that 
are limited and responsibly produced in British wool mills 
and small-scale textile markets in Malaysia and Thailand. 
Natural fibres are used throughout her collections, and 
include linen-hemp blends, reclaimed horsehair fabric, 
organic cotton, Tussah, Ghicha and Songkhet silks and 
Ramie fabric. 

Photograph courtesy of 
Azura Lovisa.
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Arkitap 
Forever in the FamilyForever in the Family

Hara the Label make stylish 
women’s underwear from 
bamboo. Hara means “green” 
in Hindi which demonstrates 
how the preservation of the 
environment is the number 
one priority for this designer 
brand.

Arkitap focuses on the use 
of linen in their designs. The 
sentiment driving the brand 
subtends from the founders 
who are mother and 
daughter — these clothes 
are intended for passing 
down from generation to 
generation.

Sleek Silk is a brand that 
focuses entirely on creating 
ethical silk designs from 
mulberry silk. Silk can have 
major skin and hair benefits 
as well as being a beautiful, 
sleek, soft material. This is 
a company that revolves 
around the amazing qualities 
of silk while making sure that 

Maggie Marilyn 
Virtuous VestmentsVirtuous Vestments

A brand with a climate 
positive status, a steadfast 
commitment to its 
circular business model, 
and ambitious plans for a 
decarbonized, regenerative 
supply chain. Maggie Marylin 
prioritises the people, planet, 
and prosperity.

Mother of Pearl 
Pearly PiecesPearly Pieces

Mother of Pearl are fully 
committed to transparency, 
giving you access to the full 
story behind their products. 
MOP’s online filter allows 
buyers to trace the natural 
products utilised in their 
designs, and the information 
surrounding them is readily 
available.

Sleek Silk
The Ethical Silk Company  The Ethical Silk Company  

the production process is 
good for the Earth.

Hara the Label
Bamboo BrassieresBamboo Brassieres

José Hendo takes a fresh 
approach to contemporary 
fashion design. They use a 
material called Barkcloth 
throughout their collections. 
It is a better alternative to 
most tree based materials 
as its harvesting does not 
destroy the tree which can 
still be harvested for years.

José Hendo
Bark to the RootsBark to the Roots
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When organically produced and harvested, 
natural fibres are friendly to our skin. 
Organic production does not use the harsh 
chemicals that go into mass production 
of synthetic materials such as polyesters, 
nylon, and acrylics. These synthetic materials 
are essentially plastics that are intensively 
processed from crude oil, and create 
considerable amounts of carbon dioxide 
outputs. Therefore not only are synthetic 
fibres potentially harmful to the wearer’s 
health, but also to the environment. 
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DON’T BE FOOLED
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The movement towards natural fibres is positive 
from an environmentalist point of view. In an ideal 
world, our garments would either be passed down 
to our children or buried in our gardens for the 
worms and microorganisms to digest. In reality, 
there are layers to this; the responsibility for 
designers to be aware of the working conditions 
within the textile industry relies on these 
designers asking (potentially) difficult questions 
to their suppliers, and looking beyond labels such 
as ‘organic’ and ‘fair trade’. The process of taking 
care of animals and farm life requires some level 
of control to ensure healthy crops and livestock, 
and consistent high-quality textiles. For instance, 
a popular wool type comes from Australia’s merino 
sheep. Researchers and industries are working 
together to protect Australian sheep against 
flystrike, a debilitating condition that eats away 
at their flesh [5]. The question is: how can we 
use natural treatments and avoid toxic chemicals 
whilst ensuring no harm to living beings? It’s time 
to look beyond how our clothes are made, and 

pay attention to our textiles. 
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DeNIM
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Denim is made from cotton and is an 
abundant material used in various fashion 
designs. However, the draw of denim comes 
at a price. The excess water usage, harmful 
chemicals, and energy used for its processing 
is detrimental to the environment. 

Denim requires around 20,000 litres of water 
during its production, as well as terrific 
amounts of harmful pesticides [6]. Even when 
they are both made from cotton, producing 
a pair of jeans has 4-5 times the carbon 
impact of a t-shirt, because they require 
a much heavier weight of fabric. What’s 
more, the process of dyeing denim into our 
favourite shades of indigo and black leads to 
toxic water pollution from textile treatment 
plants, as shown in the 2016 documentary 
RiverBlue [7]. The shocking film also shows 
the lesser-known impact of jeans that have 
faded colours, distressed rips, acid wash or 
other ‘worn in’ effects, all of which require 
chemical, energy and water-intensive 
processes [8]. A few thoughtful designers 
introduce circular processes to denim 
production by sourcing denim on its way to 
landfill, or keeping production local and fair. C
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 Rosette Ale is the founder and designer of the 
fashion brand Revival London. Sustainability is at the 
core of the brand; with their motto “Making Slow 
Fashion Sexy”, Rosette specialises in repurposing denim 
waste. Reclaiming pieces often destroyed or discarded, 
the London based fashion-house sources the best 
denim from local manufacturers’ offcuts, charity shop 
partnerships and community donations, to give a new 
lease of life to the fabulous and forgotten.

REVIVAL

Photograph, 
courtesy of 

Revival.
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The Blackhorse Lane Ateliers  
Local SourcingLocal Sourcing

A family-owned brand based 
in Walthamstow that uses 
their multidisciplinary artistic 
talents to create premium 
denim pieces. Their key 
focuses are the quality of the 
denim used, the community 
surrounding their brand, and 
eco-consciousness in the 
production and after-life of 
their garments.

From responsible 
stewardship of natural 
resources and raw materials 
to thoughtful design, 
research and collaboration, 
Outland Denim began as 
an incentive to give jobs to 
people affected by trafficking 
and are on a mission to 
clean up denim’s unethical 
reputation.

E.L.V. Denim  
Denim from LandfillDenim from Landfill

At E.L.V. DENIM, 
environmental and social 
sustainability are at the heart 
of the business, and they 
believe that being entirely 
transparent with their supply 
chain allows the consumer 
to find a consciously sourced 
jean which is as unique as 
the person who wears them.

Blue Of A Kind 
Vintage JeansVintage Jeans

Blue of a Kind is not just 
a fashion company, rather 
a community built around 
an idea. The Blue of a Kind 
project has been primarily 
conceived and created in a 
post-modern cultural sphere, 
with the vision to define a 
new standard in twenty-
first-century fashion. (Based 
in Italy).

Outland Denim 
Made by Women Affected by Made by Women Affected by 
TraffickingTrafficking
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These designers attempt to transform the 
harmful nature of denim production by taking 
it back to basics and using the resources 
around them - whether that is existing 
materials or local workers. These designers 
provide another example of how collaboration 
can lead towards an industry where the 
well-being of people and the earth fuel our 
decisions. 
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CoH use machinery and 
automated machines to 
design and cut their denim to 
reduce waste. The demand 
for their products drives 
their production and supply, 
minimising excess. CoH is 
committed to being thoughtful 
in the creation of denim and 
working towards reducing our 
imprint on the environment. 
(Based in LA)

Citizens of Humanity (CoH) 
Local Denim Production from Local Denim Production from 
Fibre to GarmentFibre to Garment
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DON’T BE FOOLED

In the past decade denim has emerged as a symbol 
of fashion’s evolution because of its pioneering role in 
creating new channels for sales and alternative ways 
to experience fashion - such as reselling, upcycling and 
being a durable material. We are convinced that, if we 
stopped denim production today, we could invent an 
entire denim-sourcing industry, lasting decades, from 
the waste produced over the years - plus we prefer the 
sturdy denim materials before the polyblend textiles 
available now. Western garment waste is a problem as 
recycling systems can’t handle the volume of clothing 
that we dispose of, leading to it being shipped in large 
quantities to the global south. Places like East Asia and 
West Africa have to deal with overwhelming amounts 
of unrecyclable clothing. In Ghana, for example, obroni 
wa wu (dead white man’s clothing), that isn’t recycled, 
pollutes the streets as landfills are overwhelmed with 
textile waste. Groups such as Revival Earth in Ghana 
collect denim from landfill and produce heavy-duty 
workwear for farmers. Think about where the latest 
patchwork denim drop comes from. Does the brand 
source from an existing or ethical source, or have they 

mass-produced an illusion of such?
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JeWeLLeRY
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Moving away from garments, here we take 
a closer look at fashion’s partner in crime: 
the jewellery industry and its contribution to 
the planet. From unethical mines to minimal 
investment in the countries stripped from 
their raw materials, our shiny friends are part 
of a damaging and morally corrupt system 
too. Whilst the earth produces an abundance 
of minerals, stones and metals, the process 
of extracting the raw materials raises a few 
eyebrows. For instance, the two most common 
types of diamond mines are open-pit (strip 
mines), and underground mines. All the sand 
and soil must first be removed to reach the 
diamond-bearing Kimberlite. In some cases, 
this may involve removing entire lakes and 
ecosystems [9]. There is an awareness rising 
as ethical and sustainable jewellery brands 
tackle these issues. Sourcing closer to home, 
fairer contribution to global communities and 
recycling waste should only make the jewellery 
industry brighter, right?
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Zoe Sherwood is an artist based in London who 
empowers and tells stories through her unique designs. 
Her most recent collection “Save” “Earth”, uses Marine 
Filament, a 3D printed recycled Cornish fishing net. 
She works closely with innovative manufacturers Fishy 
Filament, before hand-finishing each piece with sterling 
silver at her South London Studio.

ZOE    
 SHERWOOD

Colèchi Photograph of Zoe Sherwood at 
Clean Fashion exhibition, 2021.
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ANUKA
Local SourcingLocal Sourcing

Maverick Musing produces 
one-off pieces made from 
a combination of natural 

Anuka reframes the 
problems around supply 
chains. Their fair-mined gold 
supports women involved in 
artisanal small scale mining 
(ASM) communities.

Matilde Jewellery are among 
those paving the way for 
a new type of material 
sourcing: the lab-grown 
diamond revolution is here. 
Along with their transparent 
diamond manufacturer, 
they also use 100% recycled 
gold and locally sourced, 
compostable packaging. 

LOVENESS LEE
Recycled SilverRecycled Silver

Loveness Lee have officially 
moved to recycled silver 
across their entire collection. 
The brand’s experimental 
craftsmanship takes 
inspiration from natural 
forms and can be exemplified 
in their Darya earrings.

YALA
Local Production, KenyaLocal Production, Kenya

The first B-Corp jewellery 
company in the UK, Yala is a 
modern brand that embodies 
intricate design and 

MATILDE JEWELLERY 
Lab GrownLab Grown

Maverick Musing
Reworked and VintageReworked and Vintage
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sustainable materials whilst 
providing work opportunities 
for their artisans in Kenya. 
Proudly female founded and 
black-owned, their pieces 
positively impact both the 
makers and the customers.

crystal beads, gemstones, 
and sterling silver. They also 
have collections made with 
repurposed vintage, second 
hand and antique jewellery. 
Their holistic approach 
encourages people to recycle 
jewellery with them.
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The process of jewellery’s production is an 
intricate one, with lots of care taken to source 
precious jewels and bands for everybody 
to indulge in. This desire to indulge has its 
drawbacks for the environment and the 
people sourcing the precious materials used. 
It is crucial that consumers become privy 
to how they can enjoy jewellery ethically and 
thoughtfully, instead of bringing harm to the 
Earth and depleting third world countries of 
their, once abundant, resources. 
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DON’T BE FOOLED
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Gold jewellery is produced from 
mining, and the dangers of mining 
for our environment, society and 
health are well-known. Producing 
gold for one wedding ring alone 
generates 20 tonnes of waste [10] 
and is destructive to indigenous 
people and nature. It is important 
that the sourcing and production 
of gold improves to preserve our 
planet. Recycling and repurposing 
gold is also a step in the right 

direction.
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BiO DESiGN 
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BiO DESiGN 

Biodesign and biomaterials are a new, 
innovative way that we can tackle fashion 
waste and the overproduction of synthetic 
fibres. As indicated from the ‘bio’, these 
designs and materials are reliant on natural 
elements to be produced. Mushrooms, 
pineapples, strawberries, and algae: the list of 
natural resources that we can use to create 
biofabrics is endless. How we can manipulate 
these fabrics is also extensive; they can be 
manufactured to produce silky fibres, leather, 
and even biodegradable plastics. 

The more we learn about biomaterials, and 
implement them within fashion, the closer 
we can get to solving the issues created 
by the consumerist draw to fast fashion. 
Biomaterials allow us to create better quality 
items that are also compostable - so, what’s 
not to love? If Clean Fashion’s ultimate goal 
is to reconnect with the Earth through 
fashion, using the planet’s natural processes 
as a means of design is an intrepid approach 
to circular, transparent design. The beauty 
of biodesign truly lies in its antiquated 
production methods that, in turn, will allow us 
to replenish the environment in new ways.
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 Eirinn Hayhow is a designer who uses mushrooms 
as inspiration for her entire collection called Magic 
Mushrooms. Hayhow’s designs incorporate nature and 
art to make transcendental pieces. Inspired by research 
on mycologist Paul Staments, Hayhow immerses her 
designs in the earth and its natural abundance. The 
‘magic’ of mushrooms is doused in her collection, 
quite literally, with the use of mushroom dyes. Several 
biomaterials are used in this particular collection 
- as well as in Hayhow’s entire body of work. She 
uses Piñatex, pineapple fibre, for her jackets, further 
exacerbating the vibrancy of her designs. The use of 
food in Eirinn Hayhow’s work reinforces her philosophy 
of “beauty in everything”; mushroom and pineapple 
wastage being repurposed into something fashionable 
and chic shows us that even waste can be beautiful. 

EIRINN  
 HAYHOW

Amethyst 
Dress, 

courtesy of 
Eirinn Hayhow.
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Simone Lawler 
Growing MycelieumGrowing Mycelieum

A Tik Tok creative 
making bioscientific 
design accessible to the 
mainstream, they show 
subscribers how to make 
mycelium corsets from their 
own kitchens.

Lionne van Deursen creates 
designs using bacterial 
cellulose. Her studio focuses 
on experimental research, 
conducive to improving the 
fashion industry in perceptive 
ways.

Marie Melcore 
Food WasteFood Waste

A 2020 project led by 
Marie Melcore explores 
how wasteful behaviours, 
toward food and fashion, 
converge in her Gourmet 
Jewellery exhibit. Non-edible 
food waste such as orange 
peels, chestnut and oyster 
shells were recycled and 
repurposed into jewellery 
pieces.

Alice Potts
Sweat it OutSweat it Out

Alice Potts developed a 
collection using sweat to 
make beautiful crystals as 
an exploration of human 
connection and respiration.

Lionne van Deursen 
Good BacteriaGood Bacteria

CQ Studio
Flax FashionFlax Fashion

The founder, Cassie Quinn, 
focuses on the research and 
development of regenerative 
textiles, specifically from 
fibres that are local or waste 
materials. The ‘Inflaxuation 
Project’ investigates how 
we can create more value 
for flax by creating a wider 
range of textiles using only 
the materials sourced from 
crop rotation.
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Vegea was founded in 2016 
in Milan, with the aim to 
promote the integration 
between chemistry and 
agriculture through the 
development of new eco-

Vegea
Vegan VogueVegan Vogue
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Q-MILK
Milk Silk!Milk Silk!

Q-MILK produce milk fibres 
for fashion and technical use. 
Milk fibres are ostensibly as 
smooth as silk!
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sustainable products. 
They develop plant-based 
alternatives to fully synthetic 
oil-derived materials for 
fashion, furniture, packaging, 
automotive & transportation. 
By leveraging the use of 
renewable resources as an 
alternative to non-renewable 
fossil fuels, their production 
processes use biomass and 
raw materials.
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Textiles meets science as intrigue grows with 
biodesign. We’re ending this section with 
food for thought, literally, through exploring 
the new wave of textiles, fibres and dyes 
made from natural resources. Food waste, in 
material production, has been well-researched 
within recent years as the urge to contravene 
wastage of spoiled and available food items 
becomes a resource. Many dynamic artists 
are prompted to think forward, beginning in 
their kitchens and discovering vibrant, vibey 
material to make Fashion Clean.

DON’T BE FOOLED

Research into traditional methods 
of making clothing has paved the 
way into new ventures of fashion; 
biofashion seems totally new 
through this reinvention from 
young and seasoned designers. 

The fascination accruing amongst 
biodesign begs questions 
regarding safety and accessibility. 
The purpose of biodesign in its 
essence is to develop a garment 
over time that is worth the 
investment, and designers who 
use living organisms or food in 
their pieces work from a needs-
based innovation [11]. The safety 
of biodesign is entailed within 
the materials used. For example, 
the milk material used in Q-Milk’s 
production is safe and, in fact, 
beneficial as it is naturally 

antibacterial[12].
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It takes many hands to make a garment. We 
can agree that education, training and work 
opportunities are at the forefront of a thriving 
industry. However, not everybody is treated 
equally; the COVID pandemic finally brought 
this reality home and evoked the reactions 
we’ve been waiting for from big brands 
and leaders. Reports show that, globally, 
garment workers had their wages reduced, 
pay suspended, and workers who were still 
employed during the pandemic earned far less 
than they did in 2019 [11]. 

A collection of designers are giving back by 
creating fairer production lines that prioritise 
people, skills and the preservation of traditional 
methods. The fashion industry is notoriously 
neglectful of people and the environment. From 
fibre to finished garment, these businesses 
lead with a strong social mission. Not only 
do they campaign towards environmental 
sustainability, but the importance of keeping 
local manufacturing and craftsmanship 
alive across areas of the world that heavily 
contribute towards the success of fashion’s 
multi-billion dollar industry - whilst also being a 
platform for their true voices. 
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Fèe Uhssi is a Franco Nigerian designer. Describing 
herself as a ‘fashion artist’, Fèe uses textiles as the 
main medium in her designs. The brand identity centres 
around `the art of wrapping’, a traditional dressing 
technique amongst African women, and educates 
wearers on the various ways a cloth can be draped 
from head to toe. Her unique way of giving back 
to the community includes sourcing and only using 
traditionally crafted textiles from Africa, supporting local 
communities, and keeping ethical and ethnic traditions 
alive. Alongside this, Fèe works with her textile designer 
mother Kati Ertel, on their foundation the Bolono 
Mali project - which centres around supporting and 
amplifying local artists from Mali. Fèe is a prime example 
of appreciating traditional craft, showing us that 
wherever you take from, you must also give back.

FÈE 
 UHSSI

Photograph 
courtesy of 
Fèe Uhssi.
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FÈE 
 UHSSI

Rhimani 
Wildlife WorksWildlife Works

Rhimani is a beaded jewellery 
brand, originally founded 
to raise money for African 
wildlife conservation. At least 
10% of their profits always go 
towards conservation groups 
such as Tusk.

Non-profit with one goal: to 
empower women of the West 
Bank, through producing 
traditional accessories. 
80% of each dollar spent 
goes towards 26 low-
income female artisans and 
Palestinian partners.

Stella Jean
A Bridge to BetterA Bridge to Better

Facilitates traditional craft 
practice into drivers for 
preserving heritage and 

AAKS
Woven WisdomWoven Wisdom

Weaving for Change’s 
initiative pushes to create fair 
and dignified work for Tuareg 
refugees living in Burkina 
Faso. Their designs combine 
unique artisanal skills and 
local basketry techniques. 

Darzah
Palestinian Non-profitPalestinian Non-profit

Ninety Percent
Sharing ProfitSharing Profit

As the name suggests, the 
company donates 90% of its 
profit to charities chosen by 
customers. ‘Planet comes 
first’ is Ninety Percent’s 
ethos and giving back to the 
planet and the people is the 
drive of their designs.

livelihoods in ten of the 
world’s most marginalised 
communities, resulting in a 
culturally rich and stunningly 
authentic design archive.
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This small selection of designers takes away 
some of the egoic, consumerist culture 
associated with the problematic fashion 
industry. Instead, it allows consumers to 
understand the faces and voices behind their 
purchases. Money talks, and choosing to buy 
from such brands also supports a complex 
web of positive connections. This sets an 
example of how garment workers, farmers 
and weavers should be compensated for 
everything they contribute, with fair wages 
and good working conditions. 
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DON’T BE FOOLED
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Are the stories told by the people, 
or has it been re-spun to create a 
buzz? Giving back, ticking the green 
credentials and keeping up with the 
CSR (corporate social responsibility) 
has become part of greenwashing. 
Giving back what we are taking is 
crucial and an everlasting balancing 
act. Through the holistic methods 
used by these designers, we open up 
new ways to reduce the exploitation 
of fashion workers, particularly from 
groups that are not protected by 
legislation and rights. All companies 
produce annual reports, and charities 
and non-profits carry a duty to 
inform us of their spending. Do some 
bedtime reading on your favourite 
large companies and take some 
time to learn about the non-profits 

changing lives. 
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DEADSToCK

Surplus amounts of fabric waste end up 
in landfills. Designers across the globe 
are creating new, trendy accessories and 
items out of remnants. Emerging fabric 
marketplaces such as Last Yarn make high-
quality surplus available to designers and 
creatives.  

The UK alone produces 206.456 tonnes 
of textile waste a year. Concerned with 
such volumes, European governments are 
beginning to interject in fashion’s disastrous 
waste problem. France introduced a first, 
banning the disposal of fashion products 
with their ‘projet de loi relatif à la lutte 
contre le gaspillage et à l’économie
circulaire’ (to us, that’s a bill that fights 
waste and supports the circular economy). 

The UK is discussing interventions to 
reduce textile waste such as the Extended 
Producer Responsibility scheme. This 
is a waste management process that 
originates in Sweden, whereby the industry 
contributed a fee towards a product when 
it becomes waste - urging brands to be 

thoughtful about design and labelling. But 
do we have the time to patiently wait for its 
implementation? Let’s highlight the brands 
repurposing waste.
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 CONGREGATIONdesign is an innovative design 
laboratory, consisting of a group of anonymous designers. 
The designers produce an array of projects that are 
mostly made from waste material, with a strong focus on 
sustainability and experimentation. The team is fluid and 
changes from project to project, helping to create diverse 
and unique pieces.

Colèchi Photograph of 
CONGREGATION

Design shorts, Clean 
Fashion exhibition, 2021.

CONGREGATION
 design
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Adam Jones
Broken BritainBroken Britain

Frankie centres on salvaging 
vintage garments that would 
otherwise enter landfill 
and they also use recycled 
materials from recycling 
plants for their innovative 
designs.

Adam Jones is an up-and-
coming designer who creates 
garments from upcycled 
beer towels mainly found in 
pubs. Jones pays homage 
to working-class Britain 
through his iconic clothing; 
the pub aesthetic reinforces 
this pinnacle of British 
culture and merges this 
tradition with the new age of 
upcycling.

We are Kin
Elegant Eco WearElegant Eco Wear

We are Kin is a new 
slow fashion brand that 
prioritises a conceptual 
approach to styling limited 
edition pieces. They craft 
their garments with 
end-of-the-line material, 
ensuring that intricacy and 
care is emblematic of how 

Mosevic
Sunny ShadesSunny Shades

Glasses made from layers of 
solid denim (or Micarta) that 
have been infused with a 
bio-based resin and pressed 
together into a solid sheet. 
Developed over 10 years, 
the brand produces small 
batches made in Cornwall, 
UK. 

Frankie
Streetwear StyleStreetwear Style

Neo Thread is developed by 
a designer who was raised in 
a ‘waste not, want not’ home 
where they practised reusing, 
recycling and upcycling 
wherever possible. The 
designs are inspired by her 
home in New Mexico using 
discarded, second-hand 
material.

Neo Thread
Waste Not, Want NotWaste Not, Want Not
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We Are Kin care for the 
environment.
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Fabric waste covers the use of producing 
textiles products, like pieces of clothing, 
out of surplus and scrap materials, thus 
reducing excess going to landfill. The 
benefits are two-fold, firstly it reduces 
the amount of new material needed 
and therefore produced. This has many 
advantages such as reducing pollution and 
energy. Secondly, it reduces existing waste 
that would otherwise end up in landfill, 
helping to minimise fashion’s contribution 
to greenhouse gases. In recent years 
there have been an increased number of 
designers who focus on reducing waste 
material, helping to move the fashion and 
textiles industry in a more positive direction. 

With the current state of the Earth, waste 
material going to landfill only exacerbates 
the issue. The process produces greenhouse 
gases, toxic fumes and uses excess energy 
- all of which contribute to the existing 
climate crisis. It also helps in creating 
innovative designs and unique products 
through experimentation as no two pieces 
are the same. Overall, reducing waste is one 

of the best ways designers can help to lessen 
their own carbon footprint and help look after 
the Earth.
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DON’T BE FOOLED

We are in favour of brands creating 
exclusive pieces, priced to  ensure that 
their supply chain is well paid; however, 
the industry seems to be conflating the 
term sustainable with inaccessible and 
unaffordable. When in reality, to sustain is 
simply to use the resources and materials 
available to you - how else could mankind 

have survived?

Charity shops and vintage sales are home 
to top-quality second life clothing (if it has 
survived one person’s wardrobe, it must 
be durable) and are replacing buying new 
whilst secretly fuelling circulation. So, 
how do I know if a brand is circular? The 
4 key models are rental, resale, repair and 
remake [14]. Whether this is done locally, 
or through the act of supporting a brand 

using materials already in existence
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The popularisation of creating biomaterials 
(using food and plant waste), as well as 
refashioning and recycling, is creating an influx 
of designers with more thoughtful, dynamic 
ideas. This is necessary for the Earth Logic 
goal that the Clean Fashion project follows. 
Through the introduction of Clean Fashion, 
we establish the foundations of Earth being 
fashion’s first priority - ‘before profit, before 
everything’. 

Tackling the fashion supply chain is not a 
one person job. As a movement of people 
working with urgency for transparency in 
manufacturing and prioritising the earth gains 
momentum, we are approaching a better and 
more circular economy for consumption.

These designers teach us that any idea can 
become a reality, but more importantly the 
idea that the well-being of humans and the 
planet should come first in this age of waste.

Clean Fashion asks the industry to own 
its supply chain through becoming 
completely transparent with their sourcing, 

manufacturing and afterlife processes to bring 
about a circularity that is reminiscent of our 
planet’s natural cycles. 

Let’s bring the industry back down to Earth.
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Brand / / GIVING BACK/CIRCULAR

aaks
Darzah

FÈE UHSSI
Ninety Percent

Rhimani
Stella Jean

JEWELLERY

JEWELLERY

Anuka
Loveness Lee

Matilde Jewellery
Maverick Musing

Yala
ZOE SHERWOOD

SILK AND NATURAL FIBRES

Arkitap
AZURA LOVISA

The Ethical Silk Company
Hara the Label
Maggie Marilyn
Mother of Pearl

DEADSTOCK

Adam Jones
CONGREGATIONDESIGN

Frankie
Mosevic

Neo Thread
We are Kin

DENIM

The Blackhorse Lane Ateliers
Blue of A Kind

Citizens of Humanity
ELV Denim

Outland Denim
REVIVAL

BIODESIGN

Alice Potts
CQ Studio

EIRINN HAYHOW
Lionne van Deursen

Q-Milk
Simone Lawler

Vegea
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